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CHAPTER 1 
INTERNATIONAL 
FILM PRODUCTION: 
INTERESTS AND MOTIVATIONS 
Ben Goldsmith and Tom O'Regan 
INTRODUCTION 
Money, people, and commercial arrangements crisscross the world 
to produce films, as they have since the earliest days of cinema. 
International collaboration is normal practice for filmmakers and 
financiers through formal coproduction arrangements or business 
partnerships. Filmmakers cross territorial and cultural borders con­
stantly, if unevenly, in their pursuit of finance, stories, and audi­
ences. Film commissions pitch locations, infrastructure, labor, and 
talent to producers, while major production hubs renew themselves 
by recruiting ideas, enterprise, and labor from their immediate 
vicinity and from across the globe (see Curtin, 2003), as Hollywood 
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has always done (Phillips & Vincendeau, 2006). By the same token, 
new film production hubs like Vancouver and the Gold Coast have 
been transformed by the relocation of well-connected and talented 
international producers. Many films are preproduced, shot, and post­
produced in more than one country, paralleling the situation where 
production and postproduction can oCCur in many places in the same 
country. Torrential flows of image and sound files are worked on col­
laboratively, professionally, or piratically in many places simultane­
ously. Producers are encouraged to audition locations, assisted by 
visits and various expos, guides to low cost filmmaking (DeWayne, 
2002), online portals (e.g., TheLocationGuide.com), and DVDs pro­
vided by film commissions or other enterprising agents intent on 
facilitating production in a particular place. Meanwhile, the contours 
ofa new mode oftransnational cinema is emerging, connecting film­
makers through shared political or narrative concerns with stories of 
refugees and border guards, smugglers and mules, those fleeing and 
those pursuing war, and those struggling to adjust to a new country 
(see, e.g., Dennison & Lim, 2006; Ezra & Rowden, 2006; Phillips & 
Vincendeau, 2006). These multifaceted, international dimensions 
parallel, augment, or organize similarly dynamic internal arrange­
ments connecting people, firms, and places within particular national 
territories. 
Filmmakers themselves acknowledge a new mood. "The world is 
changing, and I think that the film community is now a global film 
community,"MexicandirectorGonziilez Ifiiirritu told The LosAngeles 
Times in early 2007. "We are using the power of cinema to cross 
borders" (Horn & Piccalo, 2007). One month later, in a speech at 
the European Film Finance Summit announcing Universal Studios' 
coproduction partnerships with producers in seven countries just 
prior to the 2007 Berlinale, recently appointed cochairman, David 
Linde, pointed to the Oscars as evidence of a "remarkable era of 
cross-pollination in international pictures.... Films are made every­
where, set everywhere and tell stories about people everywhere" 
(Hernandez, 2007). There is, in short, an increasingly diverse pal­
ate of filmmaking i; which the local and international combine and 
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coalesce. International collaboration, previously the near-exclusive 
preserve ofhigh-budget productions, is now common in lower-budget 
and independent production. 
Yet, for several years in the industry center (Hollywood), concern 
and political pressure have been developing in regard to the volume 
of production considered "lost" to other locations around the world 
through these dynamics. Many American analyses of the evolving 
internationalism offilm production usually explain the phenomenon 
principally as "runaway production," which has been "outsourced" 
from the United States, resulting in "economic losses" to American 
companies and workers. This perspective-anchored as it is in the 
lobbying efforts ofAmerican production service providers and labor 
associations-tends to ignore or downplay both the benefits that 
international production brings to American cinema and the variety 
of perspectives on, motivations for, and experiences of international 
collaboration outside the United States. International production 
enriches American cinema through artistic achievement,1 creative 
renewal,2 and access to sources of production funding, as well as 
through financial returns and intellectual property rights. Interna­
tional production connects film industries in different countries, and 
in the process it can introduce or create new work practices. Indi­
viduals, organizations, and places employed or transformed by the 
experience of international production, as well as the ever increasing 
number of employees working to facilitate international production 
in particular places, often do not wholly share the interests or pro­
duction norms 9f Americim production companies or transnational 
media corporations. They are, however, not only becoming increas­
ingly interconnected and simultaneously integrated, informally and 
formally, into Hollywood's globalizing production system, but also 
becoming more integrated into each other's national production sys­
tems through coproductions and other cooperative arrangements. 
Some ofthe views from the industry center can be limited and con­
fined to the connections into or out of the center (i.e., to international 
production made with financial and creative input from American pro­
duction compan ies). However, in this view neither the factthat much of 
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this same production was often principally bankrolled by international 
investors (including by German media funds in the 1990s and 2000s) 
is conveniently ignored, nor is there due acknowledgment of the con­
tribution made by non-American creative labor. The view from the 
center omits the wealth of international production activity between 
other nodes in the network which bypass the center completely.' The 
view from the center is further limited in its explanation of the under­
lying reasons for international production. The U.S. Department of 
Commerce (2001) summarized the view from the center in its report, 
The Migration o/USFilm and Television Production: 
There are two major reasons that U.S.-developed films are pro­
duced abroad. The first reason concerns creative aspects of the 
film, such as the need or desire for a particular setting or "feel." 
Such "creative" runaways have long been part of the industry 
and present fewer concerns than the second type ofrunaway pro­
duction, the "economic" runaway. Economic runaway films are 
produced abroad, not for artistic reasons, but because of reduced 
production costs arising from a variety of factors including 
reduced location costs, wage rate differentials and government 
incentives designed to attract foreign film production. (p. 29) 
This elaboration ofthese "two major reasons" for American inter­
national production neither adequately canvasses the range of rea­
sons why individuals, organizations, and places become involved in 
international production, nor does it adequately capture the subtle 
varieties of motivations and intents that determine producers' deci­
sions regarding Where to situate the various parts of their projects. 
Crudely put, "creative" runaways may have economic motivations, 
and "economic" runaways may have creative motivations-if tbey 
are accepted as runaway in the first place. The U.S. Department 
of Commerce report (2001) assumes that these films normally (all 
things being equal) would be produced in America, and for the most 
part, southern California as well. While audiovisual production 
sometimes does "relocate" from one place to another within the U.S. 
and internationally (principally to access tax incentives or labor at 
lower costs), there are a range of reasons and factors at work in the 
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decision ofwhere production will take place, some ofwhich may not 
have anything at all to do with econom ics. Much production has no 
"natural" home (and therefore cannot be seen as "relocating"). Some 
international audiovisual production may be understood through 
the global operations of American-domiciled multinational media 
conglomerates and their negotiation of trade barriers, image flows, 
financial transactions, and temporary migration of key cast and 
crew. However, the very circumstances of contemporary Hollywood 
production require that, even here, some consideration should be 
required due to the interaction and increasing dependence of such 
conglomerates upon other forms of capital~international media 
conglomerates and film financiers-in the routine development of 
Hollywood projects, whether or not they are shot wholly in or out­
side the U.S. The phenomenon of international production also can 
be productively (and somewhat differently) understood when viewed 
from the perspective of particular locations, or with an eye on non­
economic concerns and consequences, or on historical contexts. 
At the conference (which inspired this book collection) similarly 
titled Cross-BorderCulturalProduction: Economic Runawayor Glo­
balization?, participants were invited to take as a point of departure 
the now-extensive media and academic commentary, and concern 
within the audiovisual industries themselves about the widespread 
phenomenon of contemporary cross-border cultural production. The 
conference title posed a question with an implied either-or answer: 
Is cross-border production either economic runaway Or globaliza­
tion? Underlying this way of posing the issue are two distinct prop­
ositions: The first implies that international production is basically 
an extension of a primarily U.S.-grounded and American-centric 
industry that now operates internationally, not only because of cre­
ative reasons, but also because a variety of places and entities have 
unnaturally perverted the system by unfairly influencing producer 
decisions on production locations and postproduction by appealing 
to producers' baser commercial interests. 
The second view, by contrast, implies that international produc­
tion is a natural consequence of globalizing film and television 
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industries and markets. As media economist Robert Picard (2003) 
has commented, the "worldwide realignment and expansion ofexist­
ing markets and the breakdown of traditional national markets" is 
leading to the increasing "establishment of natural markets [italics 
added] based on regional, continental and global communications, 
with less emphasis on the role ofthe nation-state in markets" (p. 303). 
That is, international production, far from being an unnatural distor­
tion, is instead the expression and entailment of emerging natural 
markets for film and television production. 
Not surprisingly, the answer is not always a clear-cut one, princi­
pally because national and international audiovisual production sys­
tems typically coexist. As we have seen, globalizing processes come 
in a variety ofguises. National systems persist alongside international 
ones: The international production systems are increasingly penetrat­
ing national ones, transforming them in unpredictable ways, and 
courtesy of globalization, national systems and outlooks are shaping 
international ones. One ofthe characteristic-and novel-features of 
cross-border production in the late 20th and early 21st centuries is 
that much of it utilizes multiple (or split) locations. This fact alone 
complicates the simple designation of cross-border production as 
either economic runaway or globalization. Sometimes it is both, and 
sometimes it is neither one. To a great extent, the answer to the ques­
tion of whether international production is economic runaway or glo­
balization will differ from production to production. Also, the anSwer 
will depend not only on which period in history is under discussion, 
but also on the way in which the terms are defined, the kinds of evi­
dence that is brought to bear, and the way this evidence is interpreted. 
This suggests the need for more fine-grained analyses of globally dis­
persed production to do justice to the issues raised here. 
DESIGN AND LOCATION INTERESTS 
In The Film Studio (Goldsmith & O'Regan, 2005), we have attempted 
just such a task by examining the complex and often project-specific 
motives for internatio~al collaboration. In that study, we outlined the 
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dynamics of the contemporary film production environment, and 
proposed that instead of viewing international production through 
the framework of "creative" or "economic" runaway, we can gain an 
understanding of industry dynamics through attention to an alterna­
tive distinction between location and design interests. This involved 
identifYing groups involved in film projects in terms of their ability 
to make decisions regarding story and locations, which we termed 
the "design interest," and those groups acting to facilitate production 
in particu lar places, which we termed the "location interest." Our 
story about the global growth in infrastructure for filmmaking, 
including film studios and the competition for work among agents 
of location interests, suggests different ways of characterizing and 
conceptualizing cross-border production, throwing new light on the 
collaborative process. 
We use the term "design interest" to refer to the perspectives of 
those involved in conceptualizing the film and coordinating the pro­
duction team. The design interest includes the holders of the story 
rights, those involved in the origination, development, or purchase 
of the story idea, script development, previsualization, set design, 
cinematography. The company or companies producing the film may 
include one of the majors or one of their subsidiaries that provides 
central coordinating services to the project networks. Some inves­
tors may speak in or to the design interest and influence creative 
decisions; for example, under official coproduction agreements, film­
makers may be required to undertake certain aspects ofproduction in 
a particular country in order to access the incentives, tax breaks, or 
other advantages ofwhich the agreement may allow. But principally, 
the design interest is represented by the core creative and financial 
decision-making team whose objective is to create convincing "story 
worlds" and who view the film or program as a project that could, 
in whole or in part, be made in a range of places. That is, in the 
design interest, the film is conceived as a temporary form of work 
organization, which is limited in time and has a specified and unique 
goal (Le., the production ofa particular film or program). The project 
can be broken down into component parts~preproduction, physical 
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production, and postproduction-each of which can be further 
subdivided and "sited," or located in a number of different places. 
Decisions regarding the location(s) of physical production would 
be determined by weighing the needs of the story against logistical 
(i.e., where the best or most appropriate equipment, locations, and 
expertise are situated) and financial (i.e., which places offer the best 
value for money and/or incentives for production) considerations, 
while the location(s) of the preproduction and postproduction parts 
ofthe project are usually determined by logistical and financial con­
siderations alone. Preproduction, production, and postproduction 
can be sited in a variety of places, with decisions based on story as 
well as financial and logistical criteria. The principal objective of 
policy making in the design interest is to provide production or train­
ing opportunities to a range offilmmakers either through subvention 
programs or through state-funded institutions such as film schools. 
The location interest is the view of production from a particular 
place. It not only may lean toward facilitating production that has 
been designed elsewhere, but it also may lean toward locally gener­
ated production. A variety of agents or actors share an interest in 
facilitating-but not necessarily supervising or conceptualizing­
production in a particular place; their role is to convince producers, 
whose principal interest is in the design of a project, to make some 
or all of that project in their location. The location interest divides 
between those concerned with the quantifiable effects of film-the 
film as budget, as "multiplier effect," as "a tax thing"-and those 
motivated by its more intangible qualities, in order either to exploit 
them or to build on them. These intangible qualities of film include 
the social and cultural legacies of production, that is, what the film 
means to the local population, how the film influences the meaning, 
representation, and understanding of that place, and how it inspires 
local producers and aspiring filmmakers. These qualities are the pri­
mary concern of a variety of groups including real estate interests 
keen to use the "buzz" surrounding filmmaking as a selling point for 
office or housing developments, and tourism operators, urban planners 
and local politicians interested in branding or rebranding particular 
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places (Goldsmith & O'Regan, 2004). But the film-as-quantifiable 
effect is the dominant aspect of the location interest. 
Those competing for this business assume stewardship of, and 
make reference to, the interests of the location to legitimize their 
activity. Often, a variety ofpublic policy mechanisms are developed 
and used to attract and secure this business: tax rebates, credits, 
incentives, low interest loans, special conditions of access to pub­
lic buildings and to the services of public utilities (or "liaison ser­
vices" provided by publicly financed film commissions, which might 
include quite extensive "previsualization" work in order to pitch 
for projects). Sometimes, similar services are provided by private 
sector organizations. Particularly when the location interest is pur­
sued through foregone public policy and tax income, this activity 
begs the questions: What are the interests of the location? Are they 
(all) being served? How? And how sustainable is this activity? How 
does it inspire and provide future opportunities for locally resident 
creatives? 
More and more places around the world have hosted interna­
tional production, and many have well-organized film commissions 
or similar bodies acting to facilitate and make use of that produc­
tion to nurture and keep creative talent locally based, and to build 
local skills and capacity to increase the prospect of future local film 
production" Film commissions tend to be funded and overseen by 
agencies of government, which means that as they work to reduce 
some of the international producers' risk of making a film in their 
region, the regional public takes on some of the costs of facilitat­
ing production and maintaining creative workforces. [n the past, 
few places had the right mix of facilities, skilled crews, production 
capacity, infrastructure, and ancillary services (hotels, airline con­
nections) to host single large-scale incoming productions, let alone 
regular, ongoing production. Few places actively pursued this busi­
ness, and for those that did, international production was usually 
considered supplementary to their core business of local production. 
This is no longer the case, with a variety of places and their agents~ 
at municipal, state, provincial, regional, and national levels--now 
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implementing coordinated attention to the location ofproduction and 
competing vigorously to facilitate this production. For places such 
as the Gold Coast in Australia or Prague in the Czech Republic, it is 
international rather than locally generated work that is most highly 
prized and sought after. These efforts evidence a different view of 
the process of international production than that of producers seek­
ing the best locations for their films. 
It is undoubtedIy the case that in more places than ever before, 
public agencies and commercial entities are vigorously competing in 
what Nick Herd (2004) terms an "incentives game" for the attention 
of filmmakers and producers; this competition is helping to redraw 
the topography of film and television production in the early 21st 
century. But is current film production really all that different from 
production in previous decades? While much of the commentary 
on the subject of contemporary audiovisual production focuses on 
the geographic spread of filmmaking, as well as the particularity of 
its current iterations, it is rare that production is placed in historical 
context, or that the various motivations behind different types and 
gradations of international production are properly acknowledged. 
This chapter aims to redress these shortcomings to interrogate these 
issues, and to unsettle the binary opposition in the conference's 
subtitle; this chapter places international film production in a his­
torical context by exploring the range ofmotivations for cross-border 
production. 
MOTIVATIONS FOR CRoss-BoRDER PRODUCTION 
Commercial Strategy 
Cinema evolved as a medium of entertainment, as a commercial in­
dustry, and as an art form due to the competitive and sometimes 
collaborative efforts of inventors, technicians, showmen, and entre­
preneurs worldwide. Much of the early international production 
activity was motivated by the growth strategies of firms or by the 
entrepreneurial enqeavors of individual filmmakers who encouraged 
international cultur'al exchange, and in the process, defined cinema 
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as having an international dimension. Although it might be possible 
to argue that some of this activity (particularly that of the Lumiere 
agents and of companies such as Pathe-Freres) constituted early 
instances of the globalization of film as firms sought to gain domi­
nance in markets outside their country of origin, most film produc­
tion at the turn of the 20th century was intended for local rather than 
international audiences. This does not mean that international pro­
duction was uncommon, if we understand that to mean production 
for or facilitated by companies headquartered in other countries, or 
ifwe understand it to mean production by filmmakers who have trav­
eled from another country or state. Little ofthis production resembles 
in any way what is currently understood as "runaway production" 
because these films were often location specific-meaning the choice 
of location was not determined by cost and the issue of choosing 
one place over another was irrelevant. The Lumiere brothers gained 
an early advantage for their Cinematographe over their chief rival, 
Thomas Edison, in part because of their practice of training hun­
dreds ofoperators and dispatching representatives across the globe. 
Lumiere representatives were given briefs to not only screen films 
from the company's catalog, but also to make films themselves to 
augment the catalog with new and exotic scenes; they could do this 
with the same machine used to screen the films. The first Australian 
films, for example, were shot by Lumiere agent and French national 
Marius Sestier; the most celebrated was a recording of the 1896 
Melbourne Cup horse race.' 
In this very early period, equipment manufacturers such as the 
Lumieres, Pathe-Freres, and Gaumont dominated production. Their 
catalogs were filled with films produced in a variety of countries 
by their agents or the purchasers of their cameras (Chanan, 1990). 
Marina Dahlquist (2005) has argued that expanding its operations 
into as many countries as possible had become Pathe-Freres' main 
objective by 1904, and that the company "pioneered" the practice of 
decentralized production whereby company agents or affiliates not 
only made films for local audiences, but also for distribution through 
the company's international network. In 1909 Pathe Freres established 
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a distribution agency in Melbourne and "employed Australian and 
New Zealand cameramen to shoot industrial documentaries and items 
for the Australian and European editions of the Pathe Animated 
Gazette" (Shirley & Adams, 1983, p. 38). According to Richard Abel 
(1993), the company's "practices initially shaped the cinema as an 
international (or 'cross-border') industry and its presence helped to 
determine the 'national' industry of countries as distant and diverse 
as Italy, Russia and the United States" (p. 363). 
PatM's decentralized production model was taken up by several 
of the major Hollywood studios within the following 20 years; Fox, 
Warner Bros., and Paramount invested in filmmaking and produc­
tion facilities such as studio complexes in London, Paris, and Berlin, 
before the coming ofthe talkies. This form ofcross-border production 
continues to this day, with Fox's investment in studio complexes in 
Australia and Mexico, and Warner Bros.' (recently ended) partnership 
with Village Roadshow in Australia (Goldsmith & O'Regan, 2005). 
An analogous practice in the early 21st century is the "local lan­
guage" initiatives of Hollywood majors. Sony Pictures Entertain­
ment produced its first Chinese film, Zhang Yimou's The Road 
Home, in 1998 through its subsidiary, Columbia Pictures Film Pro­
duction Asia. The parent company also has production interests in 
Spain, Mexico, u.K., Brazil, and Japan. Warner Bros established a 
joint venture with China Film Group and Hengdian Group in 2004 
with the intention of developing, investing in, producing, marketing, 
and distributing Chinese-language feature films, movies made for 
television, and animation. Hollywood majors and their subsidiaries, 
including Columbia, Warner Bros, Disney/Buena Vista, Miramax, 
and Universal, created overseas divisions to oversee local language 
production in the late 1990s in Spain, Germany, Italy, France, Brazil, 
Argentina, India, South Korea, China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan 
(Klein, 2004). According to Klein, the companies' goal "is to use 
Hollywood production methods to produce commercially success­
fullocal-content films" (p. 372). Benefits of this strategy to the stu­
dios include an entry point to the growing demand in many countries 
for their own film:~, access to subsidies and tax breaks offered by 
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governments or a way around restrictions on film imports or screen 
quotas, and the production of content to feed the global distribution 
interests oftheir parent transnational media conglomerates. The pro­
duction oflocallanguage films also provides a powerful response to 
charges of cultural imperialism and "backs up Hollywood's claims 
to national governments that it is interested in strengthening, not 
destroying, local film industries" (Klein, p. 372). 
It is important to recognize that the view of international pro­
duction as a corporate or commercial strategy to diversify business 
activity, expand into new markets, or to grow market share is not 
confined to the largest companies in the industry, that is, we need to 
look beyond the activity ofHollywood majors in our pursuit ofunder­
standing the multifarious motivations and rationales for interna­
tional production. The following are a few examples: The Australian 
company Village Roadshow has used its long-term partnership with 
Warner Bros. as a vehicle to diversify its interests into theme parks 
and a studio complex in the 1980s, and to extend its involvement 
in higher-budgeted feature film production in the 1990s and 2000s. 
A coproduction and distribution agreement between the two com­
panies has produced over 40 films since 1998, including The Matrix 
(made in Australia), Deep Blue Sea (made in Mexico), and Ocean's 
Twelve (made in the Netherlands, Italy, and the U.S.). Another exam­
ple of a mini-major's international activity is French producer and 
distributor, Wild Bunch, recently independent of French media giant 
Canal+. Wild Bunch's ventures in international production date 
back to Love Liza (2002), and the company is coproducing Ameri­
can director Steven Soderbergh's biopic of revolutionary icon Che 
Guevara, The Argentine, in Mexico. And the Australian postproduc­
tion company Soundfirm has established a facility in Beijing to take 
advantage ofthe growing demands of the Chinese film industry. 
Piracy 
The prevalence of film piracy in the first years of the 20th century 
instantiates a different creative motivation for international produc­
tion: the unauthorized copying of film prints and the cannibalizing 
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of stories without pennission to produce new films. Film piracy was 
an international phenomenon in the 1900s; Andre Gaudreault (1990) 
notes that it was "extremely common" among major production com­
panies "in England, France and the United States" (p. 114). Gaudreault 
identifies two main fonns offilm piracy: the duping or straightforward 
copying ofa film print and the "duplication ofa film's narrative unfold­
ing (a remake)" (p. 114). An example of the latter practice in the early 
1900s was Pathe's Dix Femmes Pour Un Mari, an unauthorized direct 
French remake ofa 1904 American fi 1m, the Biograph production Per­
sonal (pp. 117-118). The practice parallels contemporary instances of 
the unauthorized production of"copycat" versions oftelevision fonnats 
(Moran, 1998), in that films were made to templates and guidelines. 
International Stories 
Cinema has a long history of borrowed or adapted source mate­
rial. The resulting films establish a dialogue with other texts, other 
places, and sometimes other media and other cultural traditions. 
In many countries in the early decades of narrative cinema, colo­
nial status, histories of migration, and the perception that there 
were not enough local cinematic stories encouraged filmmakers to 
draw inspiration from abroad. Several Australian silent films were 
drawn from the plays of Irish dramatist Dion Boucicault, while oth­
ers were adapted from British novels and popular stories. Further 
examples include the various versions of Shakespeare's plays that 
have either been adapted or were used to form the basis of films in 
Japan,6 Australia,' and Italy,8 among other countries. The practice of 
remaking foreign films also has a long history in HolIywood; French 
cinema has historicalIy provided rich pickings, with Japanese, Hong 
Kong, and Korean films being popular in recent years (see Mazdon, 
2000; Xu, 2005). These developments have implications for indus­
trial, critical, and theoretical understandings of film production in 
particular places. As Dudley Andrew (2006) observes: 
a descripJion of Hong Kong and Taiwanese cinema today 
must include not just their obvious ways of adopting and 
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transforming HolIywood; it must account for the presence 
of various Asian characters in their plots and of Chinese and 
Japanese theatrical forms in their style. (p. 24) 
As these examples show, inspiration for new films can be drawn 
from many places. 
Cultural Exchange 
A further, related type ofinternational production as cultural exchange 
is the multiple language version of the same film, a fairly short-lived 
practice which emerged just after the introduction of sound and per­
sisted intermittently outside HolIywood until the 1950s. The practice 
was common in HolIywood in the late 1920s; filmmakers whose first 
language was not English, such as the Belgian director Jacques 
Feyder, were recruited and employed to remake English-language 
films in other languages. In Germany it is estimated that roughly 
one-third of films produced between 1930 and 1932 were multiple 
language versions (Garncarz, 1999; O'Brien, 2005). As O'Brien notes, 
these films were conceived from the outset as international films 
intended for distribution outside the country of production. In their 
international orientation, the multiple language versions are related 
to the Film-Europe movement (Higson & Maltby, 1999; Thompson, 
1987). This movement emerged as a colIaborative effort among film­
makers across Europe to chalIenge the growing market power of 
HolIywood in the 1920s. 
Political Motivation 
International production can be motivated by political rather than 
creative or economic reasons. An obvious example here would 
include the expansion ofthe German film industry during the Second 
World War. Shortly after the German army invaded Czechoslovakia 
in 1939, orders were issued to expropriate and overhaul the Bar­
randov Studio complex in Prague as part of the "Aryanizing" of 
the Czech film industry. Barrandov "became the most important 
bridgehead of German production outside the borders of the Reich" 
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(Kreimeier, 1999, p. 338) and three huge new sound stages were built 
between 1941 and 1945 to cope with the demands of Nazi film pro­
duction. Technology and equipment were brought to Barrandov from 
Berlin, occupied France, and from the Cinecittll studios in Rome, as 
the Prague studio became increasingly important for German film 
production after facilities in Berlin and Munich were bombed in the 
last years of the war. 
The growth in international coproductions in Europe after the Sec­
ond World War also might be considered (in part, at least) a politi­
cal exercise, as countries sought to reestablish their film industries 
(Jackel, 2003), as well as to seek mechanisms through what is now 
the European Union to facilitate cultural exchange and dialogue. 
Policies introduced by postwar governments to promote reconstruc­
tion restricted the export ofUS. currency; these effectively required 
American companies or their local agents to make films in Europe 
as the only means to access the revenue from theatrical performance 
of American films. In some European countries, the fear of an over­
whelming influx of American product also motivated agreements; 
Silberman (2006) observes that by the end of the 1950s, "about 30 
percent" of France's annual film output were coproductions (p. 21). 
Silberman discusses coproduction arrangements between French and 
East German filmmakers in the 1950s, noting that while French pro­
ducers were motivated by economic opportunities "to produce movies 
with a big-budget look 'on the cheap' " (p. 22) and by creative oppor­
tunities to work with the wealth ofresources at the DEFA studios, for 
the East Germans the partnerships were considered useful means to 
"overcome international isolation" (p. 24) and gain political and ideo­
logical capital. However, the project was not considered successful by 
the East German government, and in July 1958 new parameters for 
international collaboration were issued emphasizing coproductions 
with Soviet and East European rather than West European partners. 
The international coproduction agreements maintained by many 
countries can have political overtones even though their stated pur­
pose may be to f9,ster cultural exchange and dialogue. Canada, for ex­
ample, has official coproduction agreements with over 50 countries, 
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but many will never produce a single film. For a period of time in the 
1980s and 1990s, the Canadian government used the coproduction 
agreement as a symbolic, tangible outcome of talks with other coun­
tries-even when the discussions had nothing to do with film. The 
coproduction agreements became means both to satisfY the deeply 
held Canadian commitment to cultural diversity and exchange, and 
to signal goodwill and foster positive relations with other countries, 
even though no actual production might result. 
The politics behind coproduction agreements and the need to sat­
isfY terms and conditions about the nationality of particular cast or 
crew, or the location of production, can make the process of making 
a film under an agreement a frustrating experience for some film­
makers. The Australian director Rolf de Heer, for example, made 
the French/Spanish/Australian/Dutch coproduction The Old Man 
Who Read Love Stories in 200I, but due to difficulties caused by the 
demands of the agreement, communication problems, and a buyout 
during postproduction of the French company that had put up much 
of the finance, the film was not released in Australia until 2004. De 
Heer has cautionary advice for other filmmakers embarking on inter­
national coproduction: 
There were all these different filmmaking systems at work, 
and they don't fit very well. In the end it was mainly work­
ing according to the French system, which, from my point of 
view, doesn't work very well ...the way of thinking about the 
film by the French producer was profoundly different to the 
way of thinking about the film that I took. For me, the film 
is everything, and ...you want to be responsible with budgets 
and that's the parameter, but after that the film is everything. 
I have to say that with the French producers it was not about 
that, it was about ego, it was about the way you did things, and 
it didn't matter ifthe film suffered or not. That was not even a 
consideration half the time. That made it very difficult to work, 
and because the French crew had been chosen by the French 
producer there was something of this sensibility reflected in 
them. And there were a number of them I found quite diffi­
cult to work with, not because they weren't good people, they 
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probably were, but they don't suit my way of making films 
and they didn't suit this particular film and how it ought to 
have been made. (Sharp, 2004, p. 33) 
Creative Opportunity 
Despite negative experiences of international production (e.g., that 
of Rolf de Heer previously detailed), for filmmakers in all depart­
ments and at all levels ofexpertise, international production can pro­
vide creative opportunities elsewhere unobtainable. This may be the 
result of migration or refuge sought from repressive regimes or war, 
as in the cases of filmmakers like Fritz Lang, Billy Wilder, Peter 
Lorre, Karl Freund, Erich Pommer, Marlene Dietrich, Douglas Sirk, 
and many others who fled the German film industry in the 1930s and 
1940s. Emigration was the only escape from imprisonment, censure, 
or direction to produce films and propaganda for the Nazi regime. 
Immigration contributed enormously to creative renewal and enrich­
ment ofcinematic ideas and technique in, particularly, the American 
and British film industries. 
Immigration by filmmakers seeking new opportunities in the 
larger and more prosperous industries in France, Britain, Germany, 
and the U.S. has of course been one of the major reasons why these 
industries have maintained their size and influence. The phenome­
non is not confined to Western industries, but rather is a story famil­
iar in film industries around the world. In the 1930s and 1940s, for 
example, an Australian actor, Mary Evans, became a "sword fight­
ing, whip-cracking, punch-flinging star" as Fearless Nadia in a 
Bollywood film (Roberts, 2007). The story of Fearless Nadia (also 
known as the Sultana of Stunts and Hunterwali) is both about cre­
ative opportunity found in international production, but also about 
the politics of the Indian film industry ofthe time. As Roberts (2007) 
reports, Nadia was employed by Wadia Movietone, a company run 
by a Parsee family "which had a very liberated approach to wom­
en's rights" and which routinely used film as a vehicle to promote 
its political agenda. The foreign figure ofNadia permitted the films 
to pursue this ag~nda further than might have been possible with 
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Indian stars alone. Nadia became a "feminist icon who fought the 
bad guys and their anti-social agendas, going where religious and 
social restrictions did not permit an Indian woman to go." 
Creative Autonomy 
In the 1950s, United Artists' new approach to production allowed 
American and other producers considerable freedom to pursue their 
film projects. In his history of "the company that changed the film 
industry," Tino Balio (1987) writes that: 
in return for distribution rights, United Artists would offer tal­
ent complete production financing, creative control over their 
work, and a share ofthe profits....Since UAowned no studio, 
a producer could make his picture anywhere in the world to suit 
the needs ofthe story or the economics ofthe venture. (p. 42) 
United Artists employed British, French, and Italian filmmakers 
in those countries and others who were able to take advantage of 
subsidies, quotas, frozen funds, and tax benefits arising from incor­
porating abroad. This approach produced films like Tom Jones, made 
in Britain by Tony Richardson, A Fistful ofDollars (directed by Ital­
ian Sergio Leone, in Spain, with an American lead actor, Clint East­
wood), or Viva Maria, which was directed by Louis MalIe, starred 
Brigitte Bardot and Jeanne Moreau, and was shot in Mexico. Impor­
tantly, these films were green-lit in large part on the basis of their 
international appeal rather than their prospects for success in the 
U.S., and consequently, their international box office takings often 
outstripped their U.S. grosses. 
Situated Expertise 
These films suggest a further creative motivation for international 
production: the pursuit of expertise which may only be found in a 
particular place. Andy Pratt and Galina Gornostaeva (in press), in 
their work on special effects companies in London, highlight the 
importance of the reputation of individuals and firms in determin­
ing work flows; reputation is the "currency" of the project-based 
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film production industry. That is, international producers will 
employ London-based special effects practitioners not for cost rea­
sons (usually cited as the driver behind international production) 
but because technical expertise developed over several decades 
ensures the quality of their work. A contentious example here 
would be Quentin Tarantino's Kill Bill fi Ims' use ofChinese martial 
arts experts during shooting in Beijing. Most surveys would con­
sider the Tarantino films to be straightforward economic runaway 
production as the producers openly discussed cost savings from 
nonunionized labor in crew salaries and set construction (Chang, 
2002, p. 54). However, the decision to shoot in China also meant 
that the film had access to a pool of high-level expertise for mar­
tial arts sequences. In the much-criticized case of Cold Mountain 
(an American Civil War-era story shot in Romania), seen by many 
as an archetypal example of economic runaway production, the 
capacity to physically alter the landscape became an important cre­
ative reason behind the location decision. The availability of car­
penters whose skills were closer to the heritage skills required to 
recreate Civil War-era America could be viewed as both a creative 
and economic reason for production in Romania. Other examples 
include: (a) several Korean films which were sound postproduced in 
Australia because the equipment and particular approach taken by 
Australian filmmakers at companies like Audio Loc and Soundfirm 
is unavailable in Korea, (b) the work by Australian digital effects 
and postproduction house Animal Logic on Chinese director Zhang 
Yimou's Hero and House ofFlying Daggers, and (c) the work of a 
range of Australian filmmakers on the Bhutanese film Travellers 
and Magicians. These examples are analogous to the "creative" 
runaway category proposed in American industry reports since 
some films travel during production in order to access locations or 
ambience unavailable elsewhere. 
Unique Locations 
Access to "unique" locations and environments is often claimed by 
location interests ;s a major incentive for international filmmakers to 
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produce their projects in particular places. In Scotland (Martin-Jones, 
2006) and Australia (Abbott-Athique, 2006), government agencies 
and business groups have fostered relations with Bollywood pro­
ducers that are based on the variety of exotic locations offered in 
each country. Whether it is London or New York, Paris or Tokyo, the 
Kalahari or New Zealand, the needs of stories for particular natu­
ral and built environments generates interest in shooting films in a 
diverse range of places. Places often portray their actual location 
onscreen, although it has become important for film commissions to 
emphasize the malleability of local environments and their capacity 
to stand in for somewhere else. A number of places have developed 
expertise in standing in for other specific places. To some extent, 
Prague can be made to better represent and resemble Victorian 
London (in From Hell [200 I], and Oliver Twist [2005]) than London 
can itself. California's historic advantage of "Iook[ing] like every­
where" is no longer (if it ever really was) unique-Jeremy Tunstall 
and David Walker's (1981) observation that "California's landscape is 
a universal backdrop against which any story can play" (p. 13) is, to 
an extent and within limits, true ofmany places these days. 
CONNECTING DEStGN AND LOCATION INTERESTS 
Political rather than simply creative or economic interest can be 
seen to lie behind the activity oforganized location interests funded 
and operated by government agencies. Local, municipal, regional, 
and national governments intervene in the operation of the mar­
ket for film production through various mechanisms and means to 
facilitate international production in their areas. Often such efforts 
are sold to the local taxpaying public by reference to the economic 
and employment benefits they may bring, directly through produc­
tion itself or indirectly through subsequent cultural tourism and 
related activity. However, the introduction and maintenance of these 
mechanisms and means are clearly political acts motivated by con­
cerns not shared with producers or transnational media conglomer­
ates. Film policy outside the U.S. usually has been concerned not 
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only with facilitating production in particular places and with the 
design or development of projects-by that, we mean generating 
intellectual property through assisting the development of proj­
ects and practitioners-but also with direct and indirect support 
to production itself. That is, film policy has tended to manage both 
the design interest and the location interest. Rather than how much 
production is "leaving" a place, the issues for public policy are: 
How can a meaningful volume of production be attracted and gen­
erated? What incentive is there for production to be developed or 
designed in particular places? How will future creative as well as 
service work be seeded and nurtured? 
Historically, national and often regional film policies combined 
design and location interests. In doing so, various forms ofassistance 
and incentives were used to facilitate production in particular places 
and to provide opportunities for local scriptwriters, producers, 
directors, and investors, as well as ensure that the production was 
"owned" locally. So, for example, Picnic at Hanging Rock was not 
only made in Australia in 1975; it was also based on an Australian 
novel, adapted by Australian scriptwriters, directed and produced 
by Australians, and financed by a mix of Australian film-support 
agencies and corporate investors, including the exhibition chain 
Greater Union. Here, support for a film production infrastructure 
and for design and creative capacity worked in parallel on a single 
project. 
What is different about the contemporary film policy moment is 
that the interests in the following have been reassembled in differ­
ent ways: (a) securing production in a place, and (b) securing the 
creative dimension or intellectual property of a project in a place. 
Contemporary film policy is often configured in new ways. It now is 
routinely the case that the object offilm policy is not only to fucilitate 
stories and projects in which the intellectual property resides locally 
but also that production may take place elsewhere. Also, the object 
is to attract productions which may have been created, financed, and 
designed somewhere else. Managing these two distinct interests is 
now a major issu~ for film policy. 
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In many places, especially in America outside the major media 
cities of Los Angeles and New York, the location interest in policy 
can be paramount. In order for production levels and benefits to grow 
and continue to make local returns over the long term, however, this 
location interest must be accompanied by a design-interest focus 
on generating training and creative opportunities for the next gen­
eration of filmmakers, as well as providing support for the current 
generation for project development. This requires attention to the 
institutions that train creatives-film schools, universities, commu­
nity media centers-and to outlets for that creativity, such as screen­
ing and marketing opportunities. This is the thinking that lies behind 
the attachment of film schools to studio complexes, as in Sydney 
and Berlin, and it extends to similar forms of education and training 
initiatives in the U.S., such as those associated with film studios in 
Orlando, Florida. 
Without this focus, places run the risk offalling victim to the "field 
of dreams" fallacy: the assumption that the building or renovation of 
infrastructure and the provision of incentives will ipso facto mean 
that production will come. The reality is quite different. There are no 
guarantees that because production has come in the past, the same 
producers will come back, or others will come. Places once involved 
in the incentives game need to continually revise and improve their 
offerings because the number ofplaces capable ofhosting production 
and offering incentives increases all the time, and other locations are 
fighting hard to win a greater share of production. Places also need 
to have, or be able to readily and affordably access, a local range of 
skills, infrastructure, capacities, and competencies. Indeed, places 
that are likely to be most successful in facilitating and retaining pro­
duction must contain significant skills and infrastructure relevant 
to film production. While this tends to privilege places with large 
concentrations of film and film-related expertise, such as existing 
media cities, there is also scope for less developed places to par­
ticipate in international production because of the particular range 
ofskills, infrastructure, and capacities in other industries that can be 
mobilized for fi 1m and television production. As O'Regan and Ward 
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indicate in chapter 6 of this book, competencies and infrastructures 
associated with its theme parks, hospitality, tourism, and conven­
tions and events industry can also be readily redisposed for film and 
television production. This has also helped the Gold Coast retain and 
extend its limited film and television expertise. 
CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, we have sought to explore the diversity of interna­
tional fi 1m production via the motivations for location decisions, the 
imbrications of that production in the production culture and indus­
try dynamics of particular places, and the relationships between the 
design and location interests in production. In this broad and neces­
sarily superficial overview, we highlight the variety and historical 
and geographic specificity of many transnational film production 
projects. Universally, international collaboration is a normal part of 
film production through the industry norm of split-location produc­
tion, in which work on preproduction, physical production, and post­
production is conducted in more than one place, and often in more 
than one country. These dynamic arrangements connect people, 
firms, and places, and just like the many stories in contemporary 
American cinema that are sourced from or set in foreign countries, 
they complicate the debate within the United States about so-called 
"runaway production." 
"Runaway" is a strange--and not always appropriate-word to 
describe many of the flows of international film production. Film 
production is a slow moving, if constantly entertaining, traveling cir­
cus. Films' progress is often at a crawl. Feature fi 1m projects take 
time to grow from idea to screen, and call on the labor and creativity 
of hundreds, even thousands, of cast and crew at different times in 
their lifespan. Preproduction (all that happens before physical pro­
duction or the shoot) may take several years, while the time between 
cameras rolling and the film finding an audience may be a year or 
more. And while the availability of high-speed digital file transfer 
does allow more people dotted around the world to simultaneously 
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work on a fi 1m, it does not always reduce the amount oftime needed 
or taken in postproduction. 
At its best, international collaboration on film production can 
provide an opportunity for dialogue, cross-cultural education, skills 
development, and the establishment ofstrong and lasting professional 
relationships. Peter Jackson's insistence that The Lord of the Rings 
trilogy be filmed in New Zealand has had an enormous impact on 
film production and postproduction in New Zealand. An online 
initiative, such as the international TriggerStreet network of script 
and film reviewers and assessors, is indicative both of the normal­
izing of cross-border production practice and of the innovation that 
such practice can generate. At its worst, international production can 
be seen as a film version of "locationship," a relationship between 
travelers (or places) without underlying commitment, which may be 
intense and mutually enjoyable but which lasts only as long as the 
participants are in the same place. The film locationship is pleasant 
while it lasts, but is never intended by either party to leave lasting 
traces. The project may require construction of temporary sets or 
infrastructure, but these are struck or dismantled when production 
wraps. Also, the subject matter of the film may mean that opportuni­
ties are limited or nonexistent for places to draw tourists based on 
their starring role in an international production. But "Iocationship" 
might also be understood in terms of "apprenticeship," albeit with 
learning not confined to technicalities, and not being a one-way pro­
cess. The test is how a place grows up, and what grows there in the 
way of film culture and facilities. 
In this chapter, we have outlined a variety of reasons why 
cross-border film production should be seen as normal rather than 
extraordinary practice, and why "runaway production" is a prob­
lematic and partial term. We have illustrated ways in which the 
involvement oforganized location interests (often funded by govern­
ments) highlights political, economic, and creative motivations for 
international production that are different from those apparent when 
design interests, the perspectives of producers, or the view from the 
center are the sole focus. 
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We have suggested ways in which tracking creative and other 
motivations for international production can reveal much about the 
state of filmmaking in different places, as it highlights the ties that 
bind filmmakers across international borders. Although much of 
our focus has been on the internationalism of American produc­
tion, we have also acknowledged that a growing volume of inter­
national production bypasses the United States, connecting places 
like Australia and Korea, or India and Scotland, in new ways. This 
suggests that it may be more useful to conceive contemporary film 
production dynamics in particular countries not as a contest or 
simple binary relationship between the local and the international, 
but rather as a complex set of connections between locations, pro­
ducers, and audiences which are multiple, ever-changing and mul­
tidirectional, with a variety of motivations and interests at play in 
any project. 
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ENDNOTES 
I.	 Of the 85 films nominated for Best Picture Oscar since 1990, only 40 
have been wholly or predominantly produced in the United States. 
Thirty-two of the 45 shot outside the United States were made with the 
participation ofAmerican production companies. Many others, particu­
larly those requiring extensive digital effects and considerable labor, 
were postproduced in part outside the United States. 
2.	 International production by American companies can connect new 
and established expertise with the American system; it can also launch 
careers in American cinema. Through its work in Australia on interna­
tional productions, inclUding Babe (1995), The Thin Red Line (1998), 
The Matrix (1999), Hero (2002), and House ofFlying Daggers (2005), 
Animal Logic has become a powerful player in digital effects and post­
production services for the American and Chinese film industries, and 
recently moved into production with the animated feature, Happy Feet 
(2006). 
3.	 For example, in 2005-2006, a year in which previously lucrative 
international production with American partners slumped dramati­
cally and the total volume of international production dropped from 
A$248 million to A$49 million (Australian Film Commission [AFC], 
2006). Australian-based filmmakers collaborated on eight international 
feature films (three under official coproduction agreements with the 
U.K. and France, and one each with production companies based in the 
U.S., India, Pakistan, and Japan); eight television series with produc­
ers from the U.S., Belgium, Sri Lanka, Korea, the U.K., and China; 
and fOUf children's television drama series, two made with British, ODe 
with Canadian and one with American partners. Significantly, the sur­
vey does not count those international productions that were not shot 
in Australia but which used Australian postproduction fucilities. The 
figures would have been substantially different if they had. 
4.	 The Association of Film Commissioners International has over 300 
members, while the online directory FilmCommissionHQ lists contacts 
for over 1,000 film commissions or similar agencies around the world. 
5.	 The most important film producer in Australia in the 1900s was 
the Limelight Department of the Salvation Army, which produced 
the official film of the 1901 Federation ceremonies and the opening 
of the first Commonwealth parliament in the same year using Lumiere 
Cinematographes. By 1908, the Limelight Department operated an 
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office in New Zealand as well as three in Australia (Shirley & Adams, 
1983, p. 26). This expansion was motivated less by commercial imper­
atives than by the religious mission of the organization. 
6.	 Akira Kurosawa's Throne of Blood (1957) and Ran (1985) (see 
Hutchinson, 2006). 
7.	 Twelfth Night (1987), Romeo + Juliet (1996), and Macbeth (2006); see 
also McFarlane, 2006). 
8.	 Otello (1986), Un Amleto di Meno (1973). 
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